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Credit frictions, selection into external
finance and gains from trade
Florian Unger
Faculty of Business and Economics, University of Goettingen and
CESifo

Abstract. This paper analyzes the effects of credit frictions in a trade model where hete-
rogeneous firms select both into exporting and into two types of external finance. While
small producers face stronger credit frictions and rely on bank finance, large firms have
access to cheaper bond finance. The analysis shows that a bank credit shock leads to
an increase in the share of firms that use bond finance. This selection effect is used to
explain the observed decrease in bank finance relative to bond finance during the global
financial crisis of 2007–2009. A calibration of the model to the crisis period documents
that endogenous selection into external finance reduces the negative implications of cre-
dit frictions on product variety, exports and gains from trade.

Résumé. Frictions sur le marché du crédit, option de financement externe et gains com-
merciaux. Cet article analyse l’effet des frictions sur le marché du crédit dans un modèle
commercial où les entreprises hétérogènes choisissent à la fois d’exporter et de recourir
à deux types de financement externe. Tandis que les petits producteurs s’appuient sur
un financement bancaire tout en étant confrontés à des frictions plus fortes sur le
marché du crédit, les grandes entreprises quant à elles profitent d’un financement obli-
gataire à meilleur marché. Notre analyse montre qu’un choc de crédit bancaire entraı̂ne
une hausse du nombre d’entreprises recourant au financement obligataire. Nous utili-
sons cet effet de sélection pour expliquer la diminution du financement bancaire,
observée au cours de la crise financière mondiale de 2008–2009, au profit du finance-
ment obligataire. Un calage du modèle sur la période de crise montre qu’un choix
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endogène en matière de financement externe permet de réduire les conséquences négati-
ves des frictions sur le marché du crédit, notamment sur la gamme de produits, les
exportations et les gains commerciaux.

JEL classification: F12, G32, L11

1. Introduction

C REDIT FRICTIONS ARE one of the most important obstacles to business oper-
ations. Firms rely on external lenders to finance working capital and

upfront costs. Typical reasons are the lack of internal funds and time lags
between investments and the realization of sales. In particular small firms are
most constrained by credit frictions, which are associated with higher borrow-
ing costs and insufficient access to external finance (Beck et al. 2005, 2006).
These barriers are especially relevant in international trade, as exporting
requires upfront investments and additional time to serve foreign markets
(Hummels and Schaur 2013, Feenstra et al. 2014). Empirical evidence shows
that credit frictions have negative impacts on export decisions (Berman and
Héricourt 2010, Minetti and Zhu 2011, Manova 2013, Muûls 2015). The rela-
tionship between financial frictions and exports has been analyzed by intro-
ducing financial frictions in trade models with firm heterogeneity (Manova
2013, Chaney 2016). These models typically assume that exporters face a bor-
rowing constraint and rely on one type of external credit.

While this modelling approach is able to explain negative consequences of
credit frictions on export performance, it does not take into account that small
firms rely more on bank credit, but large producers use additional sources of
finance, such as public debt and corporate bonds (Cantillo and Wright 2000,
Denis and Mihov 2003, Faulkender and Petersen 2006).1 Access to different
sources of external finance plays an important role when credit conditions
tighten. Bank credit shocks hurt especially small firms and induce selection of
larger producers into bond finance (Kashyap et al. 1993, Leary 2009). During
the financial crisis of 2007–2009, substitution from bank loans to public bonds
and trade credit has been documented as an important channel of adjust-
ment.2 This has led to a strong decline in the ratio of private bank credit to

1 In the United States, the percentage of long-term debt held in publicly traded
instruments is 32% among larger firms and 14% for smaller producers (Cantillo
and Wright 2000). In Spanish non-financial companies, public debt amounts to
10% (de Miguel and Pindado, 2001). Empirical studies suggest other firm
variables positively related to bond finance, such as project quality, profitability,
collateral, age and reputation (Cantillo and Wright 2000, Denis and Mihov 2003,
Becker and Ivashina 2014).

2 See Adrian et al. (2013), Becker and Ivashina (2014) and Barraza et al. (2015)
for evidence on substitution into public bonds among US firms and Iyer et al.
(2014) for Portugal. Carbó-Valverde et al. (2016) and Coulibaly et al. (2013)
document substitution into trade credit.
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bond finance, for example, by 10% in Brazil and by 39% in Columbia.
Shortages in the supply of bank credit have substantially reduced export sales
(Paravisini et al. 2015), especially in financially vulnerable industries (Chor
and Manova 2012). However, firms were affected very differently depending
on their financing structure. (Paunov 2012) shows that that negative effects
on investments were less pronounced for firms with access to public funding.
For Brazil, Cortes et al. (2019) find that firms that were borrowing from
private-owned banks, in particular, were hit by the contraction in credit sup-
ply leading to a substantially lower survival probability.

Given this evidence, the goal of this paper is to analyze the effects of a bank
credit shock on exports, welfare and gains from trade when two types of credit
are present. For this purpose, I extend a Melitz (2003) trade model with hetero-
geneous firms to include credit frictions and selection into bank and bond
finance. Firms have to rely on external lenders to cover a share of fixed and vari-
able production costs. The key feature of the model is a trade-off between the
two types of external finance with respect to accessibility and credit costs based
on the moral hazard approach of Holmstrom and Tirole (1997). While credit
frictions lead to aggravated access to cheaper unmonitored finance, e.g., corpo-
rate bonds, banks provide facilitated access to monitored finance, but charge a
higher borrowing rate.3 Consistent with empirical evidence, the model captures
that small producers face stronger credit frictions, pay a higher borrowing rate
and rely on bank finance, whereas larger firms select into cheaper bond finance.

The main contribution of this paper is to show that endogenous selection into
bank and bond finance changes the effects of a credit shock compared with a
model with only bank finance. In both variants, the shock increases the access bar-
rier to finance, which forces low productivity firms to exit. This represents a nega-
tive welfare channel as the number of available products is reduced. However,
there is a counteracting effect as the exit of low productivity firms is associated
with a reallocation of markets shares towards more-productive firms, which
reduces the average price of available varieties. I show that the negative variety
effect dominates, which leads to an overall decrease in welfare. Besides this direct
effect of credit frictions on the extensive margin, the model features an additional
channel of adjustment: the banking shock increases the share of firms that use
bond finance. This selection effect leads to a reduction in the ratio of bank to bond
finance as documented during the financial crisis. In the open economy, I also
show that a banking shock reduces the share of exporters and the gains from trade
if the external finance dependence of exporters is larger than of non-exporters.

To evaluate the quantitative importance of the selection channel, I exploit
that my framework nests a model with only bank credit as a special case when-
ever access barriers to bond finance become prohibitively high. I calibrate both

3 The trade-off between easier credit access and lower expected returns with bank
finance is well established in the corporate finance literature (Repullo and Suarez
2000, Agarwal and Elston 2001, Blass and Yosha 2003, Gorton andWinton 2003).
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model variants to match key financial indicators (e.g., private credit to GDP)
and measures of export performance (i.e., the share of exporters and exports to
GDP) for Mexico before the global financial crisis.4 During the crisis period of
2007–2009, Mexico has experienced a decline in the bank to bond ratio by 8%. I
simulate an increase in credit frictions related to monitored finance that
matches this decline and apply this shock to both model variants.

I show that the implications of stronger credit frictions differ substantially
between the two specifications. While the model with two types of finance
captures the observed decline in the ratio of private bank credit to GDP, the
variant with one type of finance can explain only around 30% of the contrac-
tion. The key finding is that the real effects of a bank credit shock are consid-
erably lower in the presence of endogenous selection into external finance. In
the open economy, the model with two types of credit explains almost 90% of
the decline in the number of Mexican exporters during the global financial cri-
sis. In contrast, the version with one type of finance overestimates the effect
by 30%. Consequently, this model variant predicts welfare losses that are
approximately 80% larger than in case of two types of finance.

The most important implication of my results is that ignoring endogenous
selection into external finance might overestimate the real effects of credit fric-
tions. Hence, the paper contributes to the existing literature on trade and
financial frictions that typically focuses on one type of credit (Foellmi and
Oechslin 2010, Manova 2013, von Ehrlich and Seidel 2015, Chaney 2016). My
selection mechanism is similar to that of Russ and Valderrama (2012), who
introduce bond finance associated with larger fixed costs in a closed-economy
version of Ghironi and Melitz (2005). Cho et al. (2019) extend this model to a
small open economy and show that trade liberalization induces switching from
bank to bond finance, which leads to additional gains from trade. Egger and
Keuschnigg (2015) show the important role of venture capital compared with
bank credit in financing early-stage investments. Instead, this article shows
that endogenous selection into bond finance reduces the negative implications
of a bank credit shock on exporters and welfare.5

While the paper builds on a static framework that nests a heterogeneous
firms model of trade as a special case, dynamic approaches are used to analyze
corporate finance choices. Related to my counterfactual analysis, Crouzet

4 I show additional results for Brazil and Columbia in appendix A4.

5 Financial choice in Russ and Valderrama (2012) and Cho et al. (2019) is
analogous to technology adoption (Lileeva and Trefler 2010, Bustos 2011),
whereas bond finance is associated with higher fixed costs but lower marginal
costs compared with bank finance. This paper features a different selection
mechanism: bond finance is associated with a lower borrowing rate, for both
fixed costs and variable production costs, but credit frictions aggravate access to
credit. I discuss an extension of my model to capture higher fixed costs of bond
finance in appendix A3.
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(2018) studies a contraction in bank credit supply in a dynamic model with
firm heterogeneity and the choice between bank and bond finance. Firms face
a different trade-off as they compare greater flexibility of banks in case of
financial distress with lower marginal costs of bond finance. The analysis
focuses on intensive margin effects of a bank credit shock and, hence, is
applied to large US corporations that use both types of finance. The author
shows that substitution of bank finance with bonds increases financial fragility
and represents an additional channel how investment is negatively affected.
Instead, this paper shows that endogenous selection of firms into either bank
or bond finance reduces the negative implications of credit frictions on product
variety, welfare and the gains from trade. This modelling approach focuses on
the extensive margin of selection into external finance and, hence, might be
more relevant for developing countries where access to credit is a major issue
(Banerjee and Duflo 2005). The focus on extensive margin effects is common
with De Fiore and Uhlig (2011), who introduce selection of heterogeneous
firms into bank versus bond finance in a dynamic general equilibrium model
and calibrate it to replicate patterns of corporate finance in the US and the
euro area. De Fiore and Uhlig (2015) use this model to show that a combina-
tion of different shocks, related to an increase in firm-level uncertainty and
larger costs of bank financing, can explain the observed changes in corporate
debt structure during the financial crisis.

This paper shows that endogenous selection into two types of finance has
also important implications for measuring productivity and welfare gains from
trade. First, the type of finance and the associated credit costs negatively affect
firm-level productivity. Second, as productivity is positively related with access
to cheaper bond finance, selection effects influence the measures of average pro-
ductivity for different groups of firms along the productivity distribution. These
results are relevant for studies that confront the predictions of heterogeneous
firms models with observed firm-size distributions (Head et al. 2014, Fernandes
et al. 2019). Third, the presence of two types of finance changes the welfare
formula for gains from trade that is present in a wide class of trade models
(Arkolakis et al. 2012). Welfare gains are no longer determined by the domestic
trade share but rather depend on the fraction of average export profits in total
profits.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the closed economy
equilibrium. Sections 3 and 4 analyze the effects of credit frictions in the closed
and open economy. Section 5 calibrates the model and applies it to the period
of the 2007–2009 global financial crisis. Section 6 shows extensions and further
results of the model, and section 7 concludes.

2. Closed economy

This section introduces credit frictions and two types of finance in a Melitz
(2003) model and starts with the equilibrium of a closed economy that is
populated by L consumers.
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2.1. Demand side

The representative consumer derives utility from the consumption of a contin-
uum of varieties, indexed by i ∈ Ω, according to the following CES func-
tion:

X ¼
Z
i∈Ω

x
σ�1
σ
i di

� � σ
σ�1

; (1)

where σ > 1 is the constant elasticity of substitution and Ω is the set of vari-
eties. Demand for one particular variety i is given by

xi ¼X
pi
P

� ��σ
; (2)

and the aggregate price index is defined as follows:

P¼
Z
i∈Ω

p1�σ
i di

� � 1
1�σ

: (3)

The following section describes the maximization problem of firms in the
presence of credit frictions and two sources of external finance.

2.2. Firm behaviour with credit frictions

As in Melitz (2003), there is a continuum of firms that are heterogeneous in pro-
ductivity φ and offer one horizontally differentiated variety i. Labour is the only
factor of production, whereas the wage is chosen as numeraire and set to one. At
the entry stage, each firm pays a sunk cost fe and draws a productivity parame-
ter φ from a common probability distribution g(φ).6 Production involves both
fixed costs fd and variable costs that are inversely related to firm productivity.

I introduce credit frictions and two types of finance based on moral hazard as
in Holmstrom and Tirole (1997). Throughout the paper, I distinguish between
two types of finance that differ in accessibility and credit costs: bonds as unmoni-
tored finance and bank credit as monitored finance, with index k ∈ m, u.
After the entry stage, the timing of events is as follows. First, firms have to
finance a fraction of fixed and variable costs before sales realize and, hence, sign
a credit contract with an outside investor.7 Second, after producers have received
the loan, the success of investment projects depends on a project choice of the
firm owner. This action is by assumption non-verifiable for external lenders and
thus prone to moral hazard. Hence, investors have to ensure incentive compati-
bility to prevent misbehaviour and potential losses from lending. This moral
hazard problem creates credit rationing and selection into both types of external

6 To solve the general equilibrium, I assume that productivity is Pareto
distributed; see section 2.3.

7 I abstract from external finance of entry costs, whereas Bonfiglioli et al. (2018)
analyze how financial frictions at the entry stage affect firm-level heterogeneity.
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finance. To see this, I first consider the maximization problem of firms that sell
only in the domestic market, denoted by the subscript d, whereas section 4
extends the model to an open economy.

Empirical studies show that firms rely on external credit to finance a frac-
tion of fixed investments and production costs (Rajan and Zingales 1995, Hall
and Lerner 2010). This is especially relevant in less-developed countries where
credit frictions play an important role (Banerjee and Duflo 2005). Evidence
from the World Bank Enterprise Surveys (WBES)8 suggests that Mexican
firms finance 60% of investments and 20% of their working capital by external
sources.9 Consistent with this evidence, I assume that there is a time lag
between the payment of production costs and the realization of revenues.
Hence, a fraction αdf ∈ ½0; 1� of fixed costs, as well as a share of variable costs
αdv ∈ ½0; 1�, is borne up front and has to be financed by external credit. These
shares are constant across firms and capture a sector’s external finance depen-
dence based on differences in technology or capital intensity (Rajan and
Zingales 1995, Manova 2013, Feenstra et al. 2014). The fractions (1 − αdv)
and (1 − αdf) reflect the part of variable and fixed production costs that can
be financed internally. Note that heterogeneous firms models of international
trade without external finance assume that αdv = αdf = 0, which implies that
firms can finance all production costs by retained earnings.10 The need of
external finance requires a credit contract with an outside lender that determi-
nes the gross interest rate rk > 1 and the amount of credit repayment Fdk.
After having received the loan, each firm faces a positive probability of a bad
shock, which makes production impossible, whereas profits realize with
0 < λ < 1. Hence, firms maximize expected profits:11

8 Available at www.enterprisesurveys.org.

9 This evidence comes from the 2006 wave of the WBES, which is used to
calibrate the model. See table 1 in section 5 for details. Evidence for US firms
indicates substantial heterogeneity in the use of external finance. During the
period from 2001 to 2008, Zetlin-Jones and Shourideh (2017) find that privately
held firms finance between 70% and 95% of investments by external sources,
whereas this fraction is only 23% for publicly held firms. By considering a
long-time series between 1980 and 2014, Eisfeldt and Muir (2016) find that 47%
of firms raise external finance.

10 Following Manova (2013), this assumption of liquidity constraints implies that
firms cannot use profits from past periods to finance production costs in the
future or have to rely on external finance after all retained earnings have been
spent. Note that Manova (2013) allows only for external financing of export
costs, while this paper also considers credit needs of non-exporters. Related to
this, Holmstrom and Tirole (1997) consider wealth differences, whereas I focus
on heterogeneity in firm productivity. Foellmi and Oechslin (2010) analyze
wealth differences and credit frictions in general equilibrium with one type of
finance.

11 See appendix A1 for a derivation of the firm’s maximization problem.
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λπdk φð Þ¼ λ sdk φð Þ� 1�αdvð Þxdk φð Þ
φ

� 1�αdf
� �

f d �Fdk φð Þ
� �

; (4)

where sales are given by sdk(φ) = pdk(φ)xdk(φ). Firms face the following con-
straints:

xdk φð Þ¼XPσp�σ
dk φð Þ; (5)

λFdk φð Þ≥ rk αdv
xdk φð Þ

φ
þαdf f d

� �
; (6)

λπdk φð Þ≥ 0: (7)

If the project succeeds, firms realize sales, use their earnings to finance a
fraction (1 − αdv) of variable production costs and a share (1 − αdf) of fixed
costs, and they repay the amount Fdk to the lender. Because a bad shock pre-
vents production, firms do not realize sale; hence, lenders receive no loan
repayment. The participation constraint of lenders (6) ensures that expected
loan repayments at least compensate for credit costs and implies that there is
no alternative option of investments than lending to firms. Equation (7) also
ensures that firms will be active only if expected profits are non-negative.

I assume that there is perfect competition in credit markets such that equa-
tion (6) holds with equality. Solving the maximization problem leads to opti-
mal prices that are set as a constant markup over marginal production costs:

pdk φð Þ¼ σ

σ�1
ψdkv

φ
; (8)

where ψdkv = 1 + αdv(rk − λ)/λ increases in the need of external credit for
variable costs αdv and in rk. Note that the effective borrowing rate is given
by rk/λ, as the credit contract takes into account the success probability
λ < 1. By inserting equation (8) into equations (4) to (6), profits can be
written as follows:

πdkðφÞ¼ sdkðφÞ
σ

�ψdkf f j ; (9)

where ψdkf = 1 + αdf(rk − λ)/λ and sales are given by

sdkðφÞ¼ pdkðφÞxdkðφÞ¼XPσ σ

σ�1
ψdkv

φ

� 	1�σ

: (10)

A higher borrowing rate rk increases prices resulting in a reduction of sales
and expected profits. In a next step, I describe the moral hazard problem
that creates credit rationing and selection into external finance. After provi-
sion of the loan, a non-verifiable project choice determines the success proba-
bility. If the agent behaves diligently, profits realize with high success
probability λ, as shown in the profit function (4). In case of shirking, I
assume without loss of generality that the success probability is reduced to
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zero, whereas the firm owner can reap a private benefit bk > 0, which is
observable but non-verifiable for external lenders. Hence, borrowers have
incentives to pursue own advantages at the expense of project success, which
can be interpreted as opportunity costs from managing the project diligently
(Holmstrom and Tirole 1997). I introduce access barriers to external finance
by imposing that private benefits are proportional to the fraction of fixed
costs financed by external credit (αdffdbk).

12 In equilibrium, lenders have to
ensure that a credit contract satisfies the following incentive-compatibility
constraint to prevent losses from lending:

λπdk φð Þ≥ αdf f dbk : (11)

As in Holmstrom and Tirole (1997), I assume that this constraint differs
between the two types of credit. On the one hand, banks are able to imper-
fectly monitor firms, which reduces the private benefit compared with
unmonitored finance (bu > bm ≥ 0). On the other hand, monitoring is associ-
ated with additional monitoring costs (cm > 1), leading to a higher borrow-
ing rate (rm = cmru > ru ≥ 1), which reduces profits (9).

The key feature of this modelling approach is a trade-off between accessi-
bility and credit costs between the two types of finance. Note that this pattern
could also be obtained if the private benefit is a constant. Appendix A3 shows
that the framework is consistent with a model where firms have to pay addi-
tional fixed costs in order to obtain unmonitored finance. While this variant
requires additional restrictions on the size of fixed costs relative to production
costs, my modelling approach is more tractable because it allows us to express
the strength of credit frictions relative to production costs and export costs in
the open economy (see section 6 for further discussion).

Note that incentive compatibility is more restrictive than the expected
zero-profit requirement (7) as long as bk > 0. Hence, the private benefits can
be interpreted as access barriers to the two types of credit. As profits increase
in φ, only the most productive firms overcome the incentive compatibility con-
straint (11), especially for unmonitored finance. Instead, low-productivity
firms are more likely to face credit constraints and have to rely on more expen-
sive bank finance.13 Accordingly, incentive compatibility (11) leads to the fol-
lowing cutoff productivity for access to finance:

φdk ¼
σψdkv

σ�1
σ f d
XPσ

Ωdkf

λ

� 	 1
σ�1

; (12)

12 For simplicity, I do not relate private benefits to variable production costs or
firm profits. See section 6 for a further discussion of the moral hazard approach
and possible extensions.

13 See von Ehrlich and Seidel (2015) and Egger and Keuschnigg (2015) for a
similar discussion of moral hazard with heterogeneous firms.
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where Ωdkf = λψdkf + αdfbk captures financial conditions consisting of credit
costs and access barriers to finance. Hence, the required minimum productivity
increases in credit costs ψdkv and in private benefits bk. This result is consistent
with empirical studies showing that obstacles to finance are associated with
higher borrowing costs and insufficient access to external credit, obstacles that
are especially relevant for smaller producers (Beck et al. 2005, 2006). If firms do
not rely on external finance for production costs (αdv = αdf = 0), equation (12)
collapses to the zero-profit condition as in Melitz (2003). Comparing marginal
access to finance for both types of credit leads to

φdu

φdm
¼ ψduv

ψdmv

Ωduf

Ωdmf

� 	 1
σ�1

: (13)

Larger firms are more likely to raise funds directly from the financial mar-
ket, such as public debt or corporate bonds, whereas smaller firms rely more
on bank finance (Cantillo and Wright 2000, Denis and Mihov 2003). Consis-
tent with this fact, I introduce a condition under which access to unmoni-
tored finance is relatively more difficult:

CONDITION 1. φdu > φdm if ψduv
ψdmv

Ωduf

Ωdmf

� � 1
σ�1

> 1.

Intuitively, condition 1 states that access to monitored finance is relatively
easier if the benefit of financial intermediation (reduced moral hazard) out-
weighs additional borrowing costs. If the effectiveness of monitoring is very
low (relatively large bm) or monitoring costs cm are very high, condition 1 is
violated and there is no selection into bank finance.

LEMMA 1. If condition 1 holds, the most productive firms with φ ≥ φdu use
unmonitored finance. Producers with φdm ≤ φ< φdu have to rely on more
expensive monitored finance, while lower productivity firms (φ< φdm) cannot
raise external finance at all and exit.

Figure 1 depicts the selection pattern of firms if condition 1 holds, whereas
a function of productivity φσ−1 is measured on the horizontal axis and profits
are shown on the vertical axis. This selection pattern is different from models
that introduce technology adoption with larger fixed costs and lower marginal
production costs as in Bustos (2011). Because monitored finance is associated
with a higher borrowing rate for fixed costs and variable production costs, the
intercept, as well as the slope of the profit line πdm, is lower compared with
unmonitored finance πdu. Hence, in the absence of credit frictions, unmoni-
tored finance is always preferred to the more expensive type of credit. How-
ever, moral hazard leads to credit rationing, whereas access barriers to
external funds are depicted as horizontal lines in figure 1. Only the most pro-
ductive firms with φ ≥ φdu obtain unmonitored finance. Producers in the
intermediate range of the distribution are not able to overcome moral hazard
and rely on more costly monitored finance with lower entry barrier, whereas
the least productive firms have to exit. Hence, compared with the marginal
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firm in the market, relative sales are determined by relative differences in pro-
ductivity and borrowing costs:

sdmðφÞ
sdmðφdmÞ

¼ φ

φdm

� 	σ�1

;
sduðφÞ

sdmðφdmÞ
¼ φ

φdm

� 	σ�1 ψdmv

ψduv

� 	σ�1

: (14)

As equation (14) shows, firms that select into unmonitored finance have an
additional advantage due to lower borrowing costs. One important implica-
tion is that firm-level productivity measured as the inverse of marginal
production costs (φ/ψdkv) also depends on credit costs and, hence, is larger
for firms that use unmonitored finance. If no external finance is needed for
variable productions costs (αdv = 0), then ψdkv = 1, and, hence, the inverse
of marginal production costs is given by just the firm productivity draw φ.
Empirical studies often use revenue-based productivity measures at the
plant or firm level. The ratio of sales over total input, including fixed pro-
duction costs, is given by sdkðφÞ=ldkðφÞ ¼ sdkðφÞ= σ�1

σ sdkðφÞ þ ψdkf f d
� �

. This
measure increases monotonically in firm productivity and depends nega-
tively on credit costs related to fixed production costs, whenever the exter-
nal finance dependence is positive (αdf > 0). The selection pattern focuses
on the extensive margin and, hence, does not capture that firms use a mix
of both types of finance as for example analyzed by Crouzet (2018).14 Note
that this result changes in the open economy as some exporters use both
unmonitored and monitored credit (see the discussion in section 4). For
the following analysis, I assume that condition 1 is satisfied; hence, both
types of finance occur in equilibrium, as illustrated in figure 1.

2.3. General equilibrium

In general equilibrium, free entry ensures that expected profits equal sunk
entry costs:15

f e ¼ 1�GðφdmÞ½ �λ�π; (15)

where 1 � GðφdmÞ½ �λ is the probability of successful entry. Domestic average
profits �πd are given by

�πd ¼ γdm

Z φdu

φdm

πdmðφÞμdmðφÞdφþ γdu

Z ∞

φdu

πduðφÞμduðφÞdφ; (16)

14 Note that relaxing this assumption would considerably complicate the analysis
without additional significant insights. It would still hold that a larger share of
unmonitored finance is associated with a competitive advantage compared with
firms that rely more on bank finance. Hence, the presence of two types of
finance would also lead to additional responses to changes in credit frictions, as
analyzed below.

15 Appendix A1 shows the general equilibrium in the open economy.
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with conditional probabilities μdmðφÞ ¼ gðφÞ= GðφduÞ � GðφdmÞ½ � and
μduðφÞ ¼ gðφÞ= 1 � GðφduÞ½ �. I define the shares of firms that use one type of
finance as γdm ¼ GðφduÞ � GðφdmÞ½ �= 1 � GðφdmÞ½ � and γdu ¼ 1 � GðφduÞ½ �=
1 � GðφdmÞ½ �. Average productivity for both groups of firms can be written
as follows:

�φdm ¼
Z φdu

φdm

φσ�1μdmðφÞdφ
" # 1

σ�1

; �φdu ¼
Z ∞

φdu

φσ�1μduðφÞdφ
" # 1

σ�1

: (17)

Using the access condition (12) and relative sales (14) allows to express
average profits as

�πd ¼ f dΩdmf

λ
γdm

�φdm

φdm

� 	σ�1

þ γdu
ψdmv

ψduv

� 	σ�1 �φdu

φdm

� 	σ�1
" #

� �f d ; (18)

where average fixed costs are given by �f d ¼ γdmψdmf þ γduψduf

� �
f d . In addi-

tion, market clearing implies that labour supply L is used for entry costs
(Le = Mefe) and for production of the two groups of firms: L = Le + ∑kLdk.
Analogous to Melitz (2003), I exploit that the mass of successful entrants is
equal to the mass of firms that is forced to exit, which implies that
1 � GðφdmÞ½ �Me ¼ M . For simplicity, I assume that firms live for only one
period. Labour market clearing determines the mass of active firms:

FIGURE 1 Selection of firms into external finance
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Md ¼ L
σλ �πd þ �f d
� � : (19)

Welfare can be measured as the inverse price index associated with equa-
tion (3):

Wd ¼ 1
P
¼ σ�1

σ

L
σ f dΩdmf

� 	 1
σ�1 φdm

ψdmv
: (20)

Welfare decreases in credit frictions related to fixed costs Ωdmf as access bar-
riers to finance increase, and, hence, product variety is reduced.16 There is
an additional negative impact of credit costs for variable production ψdmv,
driven by increasing prices. Finally, stronger credit frictions increase the cut-
off productivity φdm and, hence, reduce average prices as the least-
productive firms have to exit. To show these effects analytically, I follow the
literature and assume that firms draw productivity from a Pareto distribu-
tion with density g(φ) = ξφ−ξ−1 and positive support over [1, ∞], whereas ξ
is the shape parameter of the Pareto distribution. In this case, the shares of
firms using monitored and unmonitored finance respectively are

γdm ¼ 1� φdu

φdm

� 	�ξ

;γdu ¼
φdu

φdm

� 	�ξ

: (21)

The number of firms in equation (19) can then be rewritten as

Md ¼ ξ�σþ1
ξσ

L
f dΩdmf 1þΓdð Þ : (22)

Credit frictions aggravate access to external finance and, hence, enter equa-
tion (22) directly through Ωdmf. In addition, the difference in the two types
of finance is captured by Γd = (ψduv/ψdmv)

−ξ(Ωduf/Ωdmf)
1−ξ/(σ−1)[1 − (ψduv/

ψdmv)
σ−1]. This term increases both in variable credit costs ψdmv and access

barriers for monitored finance Ωdmf relative to unmonitored finance.

3. Effects of credit frictions in closed economy

This section analyzes the effects of a banking shock that increases credit fric-
tions for firms that use monitored finance. Throughout the analysis, I highlight
the different implications of this shock in my framework compared with a model
with only bank finance. I consider an increase in the private benefit bm.

17 In

16 Note that no private benefit are consumed in equilibrium as incentive
compatibility is satisfied.

17 Besides this, credit conditions are also affected by changes in the borrowing
rate; see section 6.
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general equilibrium, this shock leads to two effects. First, firms that rely on
monitored finance face now a higher access barrier Ωdmf and, hence, a larger cut-
off productivity level φdm in equation (12). I denote this adjustment as the
direct effect of the banking shock, which can be illustrated by an upward shift
of the marginal-access line of monitored finance in figure 1. This reaction is con-
sistent with existing studies that document strong negative effects of credit fric-
tions on small firms (Beck et al. 2005, 2006). In general equilibrium, a larger
cutoff productivity φdm implies that also the access barrier of unmonitored
finance in equation (13) increases as exit of low productivity firms is associated
with a reallocation of market shares and profits towards the more-productive
firms. Hence, marginal firms with productivity just above φdu lose access to
unmonitored finance. As described in section 2.2, firm-level productivity does
not only depend on the parameter draw φ but also is inversely related to bor-
rowing costs. This implies that a switch to more expensive bank finance leads to
a reduction in firm productivity. However, from equation (13) follows that the
increase in the cutoff level φdu is less than proportionate compared with the
effect on the entry cutoff φdm, which leads to an additional selection effect.

PROPOSITION 1. A banking shock (reflected by an increase in bm) raises the
share of firms that use unmonitored finance: d lnγdu

d lnbm
¼ ξ

σ�1
d lnΩdmf

d lnbm
¼ ξ

σ�1
αdf bm
Ωdmf

> 0.

This result follows immediately from equations (13) and (21). I calculate
the theoretical counterparts of two observable financial indicators and show
how these variables are affected by the banking shock. First, the ratio of
aggregate bank credit to bond finance is given by

Fmd

Fud
¼

αΩdmf

λψdmv
1� ψduv

ψdmv

� �σ�1 γduΩduf

Ωdmf

� 	
þ ηαdf γdm

γdu
αdvΩduf

λψduv
þ ηαdf

� � ; (23)

where η = (ξ − σ + 1)/[ξ(σ − 1)]. Note that the ratio in equation (23) cap-
tures relative aggregate demand for monitored finance related to variable
costs and fixed costs of production, depending on the needs of external
finance αdv and αdf, respectively. The effect of an increase in bm on the ratio
in equation (23) is given by

d ln Fm
Fu

� �
d lnbm

¼ 1
ϒ1

αdvΩdmf

λψdmv

d lnΩdmf

d lnbm
� αdvΩdmf

λψdmv
þ ηαdf

� 	
d lnγdu
d lnbm

� �
; (24)

where ϒ1 = Fm/Fuγdu[αdvΩduf/(λψduv) + ηαdf]. The direct effect of the increased
access barrier to finance Ωdmf leads to exit of lower productivity firms with
relatively low demand for credit. Hence, the average firm that relies on moni-
tored finance is more productive after the shock and has higher demand for
bank credit. Note that this effect is present only if the external finance needs
for variable costs are positive (αdv > 0) because high-productivity firms also
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have higher variable input requirements. There is a counteracting effect as the
banking shock increases the share of firms that use unmonitored finance and,
hence, reduces the relative use of bank finance (compare proposition 1). I show
in appendix A2 that the selection effect dominates such that the overall effect
of an increase in bm reduces the ratio in equation (24).

As a second measure, I consider aggregate private credit provided by banks
as a fraction of GDP, which is commonly used as a proxy for financial develop-
ment in empirical studies:18

Fmd

L
¼ σ�1

σ

αΩdmf

λψdmv
1� ψduv

ψdmv

� �σ�1 γduΩduf

Ωdmf

� 	
þαdf ηγdm

Ωdmf 1þΓdð Þ : (25)

The effect of an increase in bm on the ratio of bank credit to GDP is given by

d ln Fmd
L

� �
d lnbm

¼ϒ2�ηαdf
ϒ1

d lnΩdmf

d lnbm
�ϒ2

ϒ1

d lnγdu
d lnbm

� Γd

1þΓd

d lnΓd

d lnbm
; (26)

where ϒ2 = [αdvΩduf/(λψdmv)(ψduv/ψdmv)
σ−1 + ηαdf]γdu. Similar to the reac-

tion of the relative demand of bank finance in equation (24), there is a posi-
tive direct effect of credit frictions and a counteracting selection effect,
captured by the first two terms on the right-hand side of equation (26).
However, the direct effect is reduced or even reversed by the fact that lower
productivity firms exit, which reduces aggregate demand for bank credit,
captured by −ηαdf/ϒ1d ln Ωdmf/d ln b < 0. The last term on the right-hand
side of equation (26) is a general-equilibrium effect. It reflects that selection
into cheaper unmonitored finance increases the average productivity in the
economy, d ln Γd/d ln bm > 0. Note that these last two effects would not
occur in a model with only one type of finance. I can show that these selec-
tion effects dominate, as the following proposition shows.

PROPOSITION 2. A bank credit shock (reflected by an increase of bm) decreases
both the share of bank credit to GDP and the ratio of bank finance to bond

finance:
d ln Fm

Lð Þ
d lnbm

< 0 and
d ln Fm

Fuð Þ
d lnb < 0.

Proof. See appendix A2. ▪

The main insight of this analysis is that the ratio of bank credit to GDP
and the ratio of bank to bond finance are endogenously determined in my

18 See, Manova (2013), among others. Note that total production in my
framework is given by ωL, where the wage ω is normalized to one. Related to
this measure of financial development, Antràs et al. (2009) introduce credit
frictions by moral hazard and assume that private benefits are negatively
related to the level of investor protection.
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model and react negatively to stronger credit frictions in the banking sector.
The effect of the bank credit shock on the number of active firms (22) can be
separated into two effects:

d lnMd

d lnbm
¼ � d lnΩdmf

d lnb
� Γd

1þΓd

d lnΓd

d lnbm
< 0: (27)

Both the direct effect of stronger credit frictions and selection into unmoni-
tored finance make it more difficult for lower productivity firms to survive.
Consequently, there is a clearly negative effect of the banking shock on the
number of active producers.

In heterogeneous firms models, welfare gains can arise through two chan-
nels: an increase in product variety and larger average productivity, which
reduces the average price of available products for consumers. Hence, the
banking shock has two opposing effects on welfare in equation (20):

d lnWd

d lnbm
¼ � 1

σ�1
d lnΩdmf

d lnbm
þ d lnφdm

d lnbm
< 0: (28)

On the one hand, there is a negative welfare effect as the exit of firms
reduces the number of available varieties. On the other hand, the second
term on the right-hand side of equation (28) captures that market shares;
hence, resources are reallocated from the less-productive to more-productive
firms. This reallocation effect generates an aggregate productivity gain and,
hence, an increase in welfare.

PROPOSITION 3. A bank credit shock (an increase of bm) reduces the number of
active firms and increases average productivity as low productivity firms exit
and market shares are reallocated towards the more-productive firms. The
effect on welfare is always negative as the reduction in available varieties
dominates the counteracting reallocation effect.

Proof. See appendix A2. ▪

Note that average productivity relative to the cutoff level is given by
�φd=φdmð Þσ�1 ¼ ξ= ξ� σ þ 1ð Þ. This is a common feature that my framework
shares with a standardMelitz–Pareto model. However, the relative average pro-
ductivity differs for the two groups of firms that select into monitored and
unmonitored finance. In particular, selection into bond finance also increases
the average productivity compared with smaller firms that have access to only
more expensive bank finance. This selection effect is not taken into account by
empirical studies that contrast the properties of the Melitz–Pareto model with
observed firm-size distributions (Head et al. 2014, Fernandes et al. 2019). Con-
sistent with empirical evidence, my framework suggests that the type of finance
is systematically correlated with firm size because only the largest producers
select into unmonitored finance. The relationship between productivity and the
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financing structure of firms is especially relevant in settings with low financial
development and, hence, larger access barriers to external credit.19

Special cases. Before I turn to the open economy, I discuss two special
cases that I will use to evaluate the importance of the selection channel when
calibrating the model in section 5. Most importantly, my framework nests a
model with only monitored finance. If bu ! ∞, then the access barrier to
unmonitored finance becomes prohibitively high. In this case, the share of firms
that use this source of credit approaches zero (γdu, Γd → 0 as Ωduf ! ∞). Hence,
the bank credit to GDP ratio in equation (25) simplifies to Fm/L =
(σ − 1)/σ(αdv/ψdmv + ηαdf/Ωdmf). This implies that all selection effects dis-
appear and only the direct effects are present in equations (26) to (28). As a
second special case, I assume that firms have to finance only a fraction of
fixed production costs (αdv = 0). The banks to bonds ratio in equation (23)
is then solely determined by the share of firms that use unmonitored finance:
Fmd/Fud =(1 − γdu)/γdu. As in the case of only one type of finance, the selection
effect related to variable costs disappears (Γd = 0), which implies that there is a
direct negative effect only on the number of firms in equation (27).

4. Open economy

In the open economy, active firms decide whether to also ship goods to an
identical country. Exporting involves additional fixed costs fx and iceberg
trade costs, such that τx > 1 units of a good have to be shipped for one unit to
arrive. Moreover, I allow the external finance dependence to differ across
exporters and non-exporters, captured by αxv and αxf. Analogous to equa-
tion (6), the budget constraint is given by λFxk(φ) ≥ rk[αxvxxk(φ)/φ + αxffx].
Taking into account this cost structure, profit maximization yields the export
price pxk(φ) = σ/(σ − 1)τxψxkv/φ, whereas ψxkv = 1 + αxv(rk − λ)/λ. Follow-
ing equation (11) in the closed economy, moral hazard restricts access to
external finance for exports, whereas incentive compatibility is achieved when-
ever λπxk(φ) ≥ αxffxbk. As in the closed economy, I assume that the private
benefit is positively related to fixed costs.20

Compared with the closed economy equilibrium, the selection pattern in
the open economy is determined by both credit conditions and trade costs. As
in section 2.2, I assume that condition 1 holds among exporters as well, such
that ψxuv/ψxmv(Ωxuf/Ωxmf)

1/(σ−1) > 1. Hence, access to unmonitored finance is
more difficult (φxu > φxm), and only the most productive firms can use the
cheaper source of credit to finance export costs. I derive a second condition in
the open economy by comparing the cutoff productivity for monitored finance

19 This argument is also valid in the open economy. More technical details on aver-
age productivity across different types of firms are provided in appendix A1.

20 Appendix A1 describes the open economy equilibrium in more technical detail.
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and exporting φxm with the access barrier for non-exporters that use unmoni-
tored finance φdu:

CONDITION 2. φxm > φdu if
τxψxmv
ψduv

f x
f d

Ωxmf

Ωduf

� � 1
σ�1

> 1.

This second condition is satisfied whenever trade costs and the external finance
dependence of exporters comparedwith non-exporters are sufficiently large.

LEMMA 2. If conditions 1 and 2 hold, the selection of firms is described by the
following sorting of cutoff productivities: φdm < φdu < φxm < φxu.

The corresponding selection pattern is depicted in figure 2. In line with
Melitz (2003), only the most productive firms with φ> φxm export. Analogous
to the closed economy, firms with φ ≥ φdu have access to unmonitored finance
for domestic sales. Firms with productivity φxm ≤ φ< φxu use unmonitored
finance for domestic production, but have to rely on more expensive monitored
finance for exporting. Note that this result is based on condition 2. If trade costs
are large and/or exporters have to finance a substantial fraction of additional
trade costs by external credit, they face a larger access barrier to unmonitored
finance. Hence, only the most productive firms with φ ≥ φxu finance both
domestic production and exports by unmonitored credit. The selection pattern
is based on the assumption that external finance is raised for exports and non-
exports separately. In an earlier working paper version, I show that the same
selection pattern as depicted in figure 2 can also occur if firms need external
credit for endogenous investments that are not separable across markets.21

Compared with this variant, my modelling approach allows for differences in
the external finance dependence of exporters and non-exporters, which will be
important for the subsequent analysis.

I introduce two additional variables of export performance that depend on
the relative external finance dependence of exporters. First, the share of expor-
ters is given by

γx ¼
τxψxmv

ψdmv

� 	�ξ f x
f d

Ωxmf

Ωdmf

� 	 �ξ
σ�1

; (29)

21 Similar to condition 2, this selection pattern arises if fixed export costs are
sufficiently high. In this case, there is an additional trade-off for intermediate
productivity firms as they can realize export profits only by financing
investments through more costly bank credit; see Unger (2016) for details.
Related to this, Eckel and Unger (2016) analyze how credit frictions affect
endogenous innovations in processes and quality. Cho et al. (2019) show that
trade liberalization leads to switching from bank credit to bonds, which is
associated with higher fixed costs, but lower marginal costs. Note that changes
in trade costs do not influence the relative share of bond finance versus bank
credit among exporters in my model. Instead, I show how the presence of bank
finance changes the welfare response to credit frictions.
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where Ωxmf = λψxmf + αxfbm captures the access barrier to finance for expor-
ters that use monitored finance. The effect of agency costs bm on the share
of exporters depends on the relative external finance dependence of exporters
compared with non-exporters: d ln γx/d ln bm = −ξ/(σ − 1)(αxf − αdf)λbm/
(ΩdmfΩxmf). This effect is negative whenever exporters have to finance a rela-
tively larger fraction of fixed costs by external credit (αxf > αdf). As a second
measure, exports as a fraction of GDP can be written as follows:

Sx

L
¼ 1þΓxð Þγx f xΩxmf

1þΓdð Þ f dΩdmf þ 1þΓxð Þγx f xΩxmf
; (30)

with Γx = (ψxuv/ψxmv)
−ξ(Ωxuf/Ωxmf)

1−ξ/(σ−1)[1−(ψxuv/ψxmv)
σ−1]. This ratio

captures the relative impact of access barriers on exporters both at the
intensive and the extensive margin.

Before turning to the quantitative exercise, I analyze how the gains from
trade change in the presence of credit frictions and two types of external
finance. Arkolakis et al. (2012) show for a wide class of trade models that wel-
fare gains can be expressed as a function of the domestic expenditure share,
defined as the proportion of domestic sales in total sales. In my case, however,
this convenient formula does not capture differences in fixed costs that arise
with credit frictions and two types of finance. Instead, welfare gains from
trade depend negatively on the share of domestic profits in total profits, which
can be expressed as follows:22

WT

WA
¼ 1þ γx�πx

�πd

� 	1
ξ

; (31)

where �π j ¼ �sj=σ �∑kγjkψ jkf f j , with j ∈ d, x, denotes average profits of
(non)exporters and average sales are λ�s j ¼ σξ= ξ � σ þ 1ð ÞΩjmf f j 1 þ Γ j

� �
.

Note that equation (31) nests the welfare expression of Arkolakis et al.
(2012) as a special case if αjv = αjf = 0, such that ψ juv = ψ juf = 1. The effect
of credit frictions bm on relative welfare in equation (31) can be separated
into three channels:

FIGURE 2 Selection of firms in the open economy

22 See appendix A1 for a derivation of welfare in the open economy.
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d ln WT
WA

� �
d lnbm

¼ γx�πx
ξ�π

d lnγx
d lnbm|fflfflffl{zfflfflffl}
<>0

þ d ln�πx
d lnbm|fflfflffl{zfflfflffl}

>0

� d ln�πd
d lnbm|fflfflffl{zfflfflffl}

>0

0
BB@

1
CCA: (32)

�π ¼ �πd þ γx�πx denotes total average profits. The first effect in equation (32)
captures the change in the share of exporters, which is negative whenever
exporters have to finance a larger fraction of fixed costs compared with non-
exporters (αxf > αdf), and vice versa. The change in welfare gains is further
determined by the relative response of average profits of exporters compared
with non-exporters. Credit frictions increase access barriers to finance, force
least productive firms to exit; hence, average profits increase. Gains from
trade are affected whenever there is a reallocation of average profits between
non-exporters and exporters, which will be the case if the external finance
dependence differs across these two groups.

As in Melitz (2003), trade liberalization leads to a higher share of exporters,
reallocates market shares towards the largest firms and forces the least produc-
tive firms to exit the market. Consequently, average productivity increases,
which leads to welfare gains from trade. If exporters have to finance a larger
fraction of fixed costs compared with non-exporters, credit frictions aggravate
this selection effect. Compared with a model without credit frictions, trade lib-
eralization induces a smaller increase in the share of exporters. As the realloca-
tion effect is attenuated, more domestic firms survive and average productivity
increases by less. Hence, the welfare gains in equation (32) are reduced.

I summarize the discussion in the following proposition.

PROPOSITION 4. If exporters have to externally finance a larger fraction of fixed
costs compared with non-exporters, stronger credit frictions reduce: (i) the
share of exporters and (ii) lead to a decrease in the gains from trade.

Proof. See appendix A2. ▪

5. Quantitative results

The goal of this section is to apply the framework to the period of the
2007–2009 global financial crisis and quantify the effects of a bank credit
shock compared with a benchmark model with only bank finance. I calibrate
the model for Mexico to match observable characteristics prior to the crisis by
using the World Bank’s Enterprise Surveys and Financial Development Indi-
cators23 and the BIS statistics of the Bank for International Settlements. In a

23 Available at https://databank.worldbank.org/source/world-development-
indicators.Credit
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first step, I consider the closed economy version of the model as described in
sections 2 and 3. As a second step, I show that the application to the open
economy in section 4 provides additional insights to capture the deterioration
of export performance during the crisis.

Panel A of table 1 reports the chosen parameter values. The elasticity of
substitution σ and the Pareto shape parameter ξ are set to standard values
that are in line with Crozet and Koenig (2010).24 I normalize the interest rate
for unmonitored finance ru = 1 and set the probability of success λ = 0.95,

TABLE 1

Effects of banking shock in model with two types and one type of finance

Panel A. Parameter values
Parameter Symbol (a) (b) (c) (d)

Elasticity of substitution σ 2 2 2 2
Pareto shape parameter ξ 3 3 3 3
Interest rate unmonitored finance ru 1 – 1 –
Interest rate monitored finance rm 1.081 1.081 1.081 1.081
Success probability λ 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95
External finance variable costs αdv 0.20 0.20 0 0
External finance fixed costs αdf 0.59 0.59 1 1
Private benefit monitored finance bm 1.83 6.42 0.62 1.25
Private benefit unmonitored finance bu 4.66 – 1.64 –
Fixed costs of production fd 3.75 1.65 4.67 3.42

Panel B. Targeted moments
Target Data (a) (b) (c) (d)

Firms to production workers (Md/L) 0.042 0.042 0.042 0.042 0.042
Private bank credit to GDP (Fmd/L) 0.143 0.143 0.143 0.143 0.143
Bank to bond finance (Fmd/Fud) 2.730 2.730 – 2.730 –

Panel C. Effects of banking shock (% change)
Variable

Bank to bond finance (Fmd/Fud) −8.24 −8.24 – −8.24 –
Private bank credit to GDP (Fmd/L) −3.50 −18.60 −4.99 −4.35 −2.98
Number of firms (Md) – −12.30 −17.51 −2.05 −2.98
Cutoff productivity ðφdmÞ – 5.78 7.65 1.21 1.46
Welfare (Wd) – −7.08 −11.20 −0.87 −1.56

NOTES: Calibration of model for Mexico with two types of finance in column (a), one
type of finance in column (b). Special case with financing of only fixed costs (αdv = 0) for
two types of finance (c) and one type of finance (d).
SOURCES: Data for interest rates come from the World Bank Financial Development
Indicators (2006), values for the external finance dependence parameters and the ratio of
firms to production workers are obtained from the World Bank Enterprise Surveys (2006),
measures for private bank credit to GDP and bank to bond finance follow from the BIS
statistics (2007–2009) of the Bank for International Settlements.

24 Crozet and Koenig (2010) use French firm-level export data to estimate the
structural parameters of a Melitz (2003)-type model. The authors report
trade-weighted means across industries of the elasticity of substitution σ = 2.25
and of the Pareto shape parameter ξ = 3.09.
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such that ru/λ is equal to Mexico’s lending rate of 1.055 in 2006. In addition,
the interest rate for monitored finance rm is set to 1.0807, which corresponds
to Mexico’s net bank interest margin in the year 2006 reported by the World
Bank Financial Development Indicators. I further use the World Bank Enter-
prise Surveys (WBES) data to obtain reasonable values for the share of vari-
able production costs (αdv) and the fraction of fixed costs (αdf), that are
financed by external credit.25 The survey contains detailed information on
Mexican firms in 2006. One question asks producers to report the fraction of
working capital that is financed by external sources. I use the average value
reported among Mexican non-exporters as a proxy for the external finance
dependence of variable costs (αdv = 0.20). A similar variable reports the
proportion of investments financed by external sources, which leads to
αdf = 0.59.26

In case of two types of finance, I have to calibrate three parameters, as pre-
sented in panel B of table 1: fixed production costs fd and the private benefits
of unmonitored and monitored finance, bm and bu. They are jointly set to
match three moments from the data. I first use the number of firms relative to
production workers in equation (22) to match the ratio of the total number of
firms relative to permanent full-time production workers obtained from the
2006 wave of the WBES. Second, I use the ratio of bank credit provided to
non-financial corporations relative to the outstanding amount of debt securi-
ties of the non-financial sector, which corresponds to equation (23). The third
measure is the amount of bank credit to private non-financial corporations as
a fraction of GDP (25). For these two financial indicators, I use the quarterly
average from the first quarter of 2007 until the second quarter of 2008, pro-
vided by the BIS statistics of the Bank for International Settlements.27 In the
special case of only bank finance, I target the ratio of firms to production
workers and the credit to GDP ratio in order to solve for fd and bm. The cali-
bration of the model implies that condition 1 is satisfied as ψduv/ψdmv(Ωduf/
Ωdmf)

1/(σ−1) = 1.7387. The corresponding share of firms that use monitored
finance γdm is equal to 0.81. Appendix A4 provides more technical details on
the calibration procedure in the closed economy.

Mexico has experienced a substantial substitution away from bank credit
towards bond finance during the global financial crisis. The ratio of bank to
bond finance was reduced from 2.73 before the crisis to 2.51 until the end of
2009, which corresponds to a decrease of 8.24% compared with the pre-crisis
average. To match this drop quantitatively, the agency cost parameter bm has

25 The Financial Development Indicators of the World Bank are available at
https://databank.worldbank.org. Access to the World Bank’s Enterprise
Surveys can be obtained at http://www.enterprisesurveys.org.

26 I normalize sunk entry costs fe = 1. Note that this will not affect relative
changes and, hence, the comparison between the two model variants.

27 The BIS statistics are available at www.bis.org/statistics/index.htm.
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to increase by 6.18%. I apply this shock to both variants of the model, which
are calibrated to the same observed moments. This procedure allows us to
quantify the differential responses related to selection into two types of
finance. The results of this quantitative exercise are reported in panel C of
table 1.

The bank credit shock implies that the share of firms that use bank
finance γdm decreases from 0.81 to 0.72.28 As discussed in proposition 2, the
banking shock reduces the fraction of private credit to GDP, whereas the
selection effect in case of two types of finance leads to a much stronger neg-
ative reaction compared with the observed decline by 3.5% during the crisis
period. I show that taking into account the reaction of exporters to the
bank credit shock is important to explain the observed decline in bank
credit relative to GDP (see table 2). The comparison of columns (a) and
(b) further shows that the banking shock leads to a larger loss in product
variety and, hence, to a stronger increase in the cutoff productivity φdm.
Intuitively, selection into unmonitored finance shields firms from the nega-
tive implications of the banking shock, which leads to a lower impact on
the extensive margin. Consequently, the welfare loss is smaller in the model
with two types of finance (−7.08%) compared with the special case
(−11.2%).

In columns (c) and (d), I calibrate both variants of the model for the case
when only fixed costs have to be financed by external credit (αdv = 0, αdf = 1).
All other parameters remain unchanged compared with the baseline calibra-
tion and the same banking shock is applied. The results in panel C show that
the magnitudes of the effects become substantially lower if there is no external
financing of variable production costs. Intuitively, the banking shock has a
stronger impact in columns (a) and (b) as it affects not only selection of firms
but also the intensive margin. Note that differences in credit costs directly
influence firm sales and, hence, the degree of competition, captured by Γd > 0.
However, the result that welfare losses are relatively lower in case of two types
of finance remains valid.

To quantify the effects of credit frictions in the open economy, I extend
the calibration of the model by considering also trade costs and selection of
firms into exporting. I now solve for five parameters: agency costs bm and
bu, fixed costs of production fd and of exporting fx as well as iceberg trade
costs τx. Solutions for these parameters are obtained by simultaneously tar-
geting five moments from the data. As in the closed economy, I use the
quarterly averages of the fraction of private bank credit in GDP and the
ratio of bank to bond finance over the period 2007 until the second quarter

28 Note that this share is larger than the fraction of firms with a bank loan or line
of credit (0.48), as reported by the WBES. One obvious reason is that my
model does not capture other financing sources, such as supplier credit or
equity.
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of 2008. I also target the average ratio of exports in GDP (30) over the same
pre-crisis period, which is obtained from the OECD Main Economic
Indicators.29 From the 2006 wave of the WBES, I further use the share of
exporters γx = 0.0899 as expressed in equation (29) and target the number

TABLE 2

Effects of banking shock in the open economy

Panel A. Parameter values
Parameter Symbol (a) (b) (c) (d)

External finance variable export costs αxv 0.19 0.19 0.19 0.19
External finance variable production costs αdv 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.20
External finance fixed export costs αxf 0.70 0.70 1.00 1.00
External finance fixed production costs αdf 0.59 0.59 0.59 0.59
Private benefit monitored finance bm 1.85 7.42 1.98 6.75
Private benefit unmonitored finance bu 4.63 – 4.77 –
Relative export fixed costs fx/fd 3.53 3.39 2.80 2.52

Panel B. Targeted moments
Target Data (a) (b) (c) (d)

Exporters to production workers (Mx/L) 0.005 0.005 0.005 0.005 0.005
Private bank credit to GDP (Fmd/L) 0.143 0.143 0.138 0.143 0.141
Bank to bond finance (Fmd/Fud) 2.730 2.730 – 2.730 –
Share of exporters (γx) 0.090 0.090 0.089 0.090 0.087
Exports to GDP (Sx/L) 0.259 0.259 0.258 0.259 0.255

Panel C. Effects of banking shock (% change)
Variable

Bank to bond finance (Fmd/Fud) −8.24 −8.24 – −8.24 –
Private bank credit to GDP (Fmd/L) −3.50 −3.52 −0.98 −3.57 −1.00
Number of exporters (Mx) −3.38 −2.92 −4.00 −3.64 −4.09
Number of non-exporters (Md) – −2.38 −3.73 −2.15 −3.37
Cutoff productivity ðφdmÞ – 1.20 1.46 1.07 1.32
Welfare (W) – −1.28 −2.40 −1.34 −2.24

Panel D. Change of welfare gains from trade (in%)

In case of bank credit shock: −0.438 −1.107 −1.243 −3.628
When eliminating credit frictions: 1.235 2.317 5.178 8.889

NOTE: Calibration of model for Mexico with two types of finance in column (a), with one
type of finance in column (b).
SOURCES: Data for interest rates come from the World Bank Financial Development
Indicators (2006), values for the external finance dependence parameters, the ratio of
exporters to production workers and the share of exporters are obtained from the World
Bank Enterprise Surveys (2006), measures for private bank credit to GDP and bank to
bond finance follow from the BIS statistics (2007–2009) of the Bank for International Set-
tlements. The average ratio of exports to GDP stems from the OECD Main Economic Indi-
cators (2007–2009).

29 The OECD Main Economic Indicators are available at
www.oecd.org/sdd/oecdmaineconomicindicatorsmei.htm.
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of exporters relative to production workers Mx/L = γxMd/L. The first two
panels of table 2 report the parameter values and the targeted moments.
More technical details on the numerical solution of the model are provided
in appendix A4.

The fixed parameters are set to the same values as in the closed econ-
omy, reported in table 1. I also allow the external finance dependence for
both fixed and variable costs to differ across exporters and non-exporters,
which are obtained from the WBES. The values are reported in panel A
of table 2 and show that the external finance dependence related to fixed
costs is larger for exporters. This difference is consistent with empirical
evidence that exporters rely more on external finance (Manova 2013,
Feenstra et al. 2014).30 Note that my model also captures that within the
group of (non-)exporters firm size is negatively correlated with credit fric-
tions (Beck et al. 2005, 2006). Additional to condition 1, the calibration
in the open economy also satisfies the second selection condition such that
φxm > φdu.

31

As in the closed economy, panel C of table 2 reports the effects of a bank-
ing shock that leads to a reduction of the ratio of bank to bond finance by
8.24%. The higher external finance dependence of export fixed costs leads to
a slightly stronger decrease in the number of exporters compared with non-
exporters. The reaction suggested by the model with two types finance is
very close to the actual decrease in the number of Mexican exporters of
3.39% in 2009, which follows from the World Bank’s Exporter Dynamics
Database. In contrast, credit frictions lead to a stronger reaction in the model
with only one type of finance. Compared with the results in table 1, the reac-
tions are quantitatively smaller. In particular, the closed economy version
leads to very strong reactions of the ratio of bank credit in GDP and the
number of firms. In contrast, the open economy model with two types of
finance shows a reduction in the credit to GDP ratio that is very close to the
actual decrease by 3.50% in 2009. The reason for these quantitative differ-
ences is that credit frictions lead to reallocation effects between exporters
and non-exporters that counteract each other. A higher external finance
dependence of exporters implies that a banking shock hits them relatively
more compared with non-exporters, which attenuates the direct negative
impact on smaller producers. In contrast, without these reallocation effects,
larger access barriers translate into stronger negative consequences for smal-
ler firms and, hence, a larger adjustment on the extensive margin. As a

30 The literature provides various reasons for this finding as larger upfront
investments related to exports and product customization, additional risk in
foreign markets, considerable time lags between investments and the realization
of sales or transit times. See Foley and Manova (2015) for an overview of the
trade and finance literature.

31 Condition 2 is satisfied as τxψxmv/ψduv(fx/fdΩxmf/Ωduf)
1/(σ−1) = 1.28 > 1.
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consequence, the welfare losses are also lower compared with the closed econ-
omy. However, note that the model variant with two types of finance still
leads to substantially smaller adjustments as selection into unmonitored
finance attenuates negative responses both of exporters and non-exporters. In
particular, the model with only bank credit shows a welfare loss of 2.40%
instead of 1.28% in case of two types of finance.

Panel D reports the implications for the gains from trade. The first line
shows the quantitative effect of the banking shock on the change in the wel-
fare gains from trade as shown in equation (32). As discussed above, the real-
location effects between exporters and non-exporters are less pronounced in a
model with two types of finance. The banking shock decreases gains from
trade by 1.10% with one type of finance but by only −0.44% in the presence of
two types of credit. Note that the magnitudes are smaller compared with total
welfare changes as the gains from trade depend on the fraction of export prof-
its in total profits in equation (32) and on the relative external finance depen-
dence of exporters that determines reallocation effects with respect to non-
exporters.

The main result that the reaction is stronger in case of only bank finance
also holds for the reversed effect. The second line of panel D shows the increase
in welfare gains from trade when eliminating credit frictions. In case of one
type of finance, this additional increase in welfare relative to autarky is almost
twice as high (2.35%) compared with a model with selection into both types of
finance (1.24%). The difference can be interpreted as the additional gain that
endogenous selection into external finance generates for trade in the open
economy.

The magnitude of the effects, especially concerning the gains from trade,
depends on the external finance dependence of exporters. The trade and
finance literature often focuses on the case that exporters have to finance
upfront costs by external finance (Manova 2013, Chaney 2016). In columns
(c) and (d), I present results for the case that exporters have to finance fixed
costs completely by external credit (αxf = 1), whereas all other parameters
remain unchanged. In this case, the banking shock leads to a stronger effect
on exporters relative to non-exporters leading to a stronger decrease in the
gains from trade. Conversely, the scope for gains from trade when eliminating
credit frictions becomes larger, which is 5.2% and 8.89% in the two model vari-
ants, respectively.

My analysis in the open economy shows that accounting for endogenous
selection into external finance is crucial to evaluate the effects of credit shocks
on trade. By considering a single type of debt, the negative implications of
financial frictions on trade might be overestimated. The results further high-
light that the external finance dependence of exporters relative to non-
exporters is crucial to evaluate the real effects of credit frictions.
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6. Discussion and extensions

After presenting the effects of credit frictions in the closed and open economy,
this section discusses further implications and extensions of the model.

Robustness of results

Table A1 in appendix A4 shows results for Brazil and Colombia. The calibra-
tion of the two model variants follows the same procedure as in the previous
section. Before the global financial crisis, bank finance has played a very
prominent role in Colombia. The calibration of the model for this country
implies that only 1% of non-exporters use bond finance. Consequently, the
selection channel has considerably less significance and the two model variants
predict very similar effects of the bank credit shock on the number of firms
and exporters. However, the model with with two types of finance is able to
capture a substantial part of the observed decline in the ratio of private bank
credit to GDP (−6.41%) during the crisis period. In addition, the negative
effect on gains from trade still differs between the variant with one type of
finance (−3.03%) and the case of endogenous selection (−1.12%).

In contrast, selection effects play a more important role for Brazil, which is
reflected by a much lower ratio of bank to bond finance. The implied share of
non-exporters that use bank finance in the model is about 4%. The implications
of the banking shock differ substantially between the twomodel variants. While
the framework with two types of finance explains almost 90% of the decline in
the number of exporters and is very close to the actual decrease of private credit
to GDP, the model with one type of finance heavily overestimates the effects. In
this case, the welfare loss due to the banking shock amounts to 17%. However,
with two types of finance, this loss reduced to 0.54%. The difference becomes
even more pronounced for the reaction of gains from trade, which is −0.72%
with endogenous selection compared with −34.86% in case of one type of
finance. These effects can be explained by the more important role of selection
effects combined with the larger external finance dependence of exporters com-
pared with non-exporters. Together with the results for Mexico, the application
of the model to these countries shows that selection effects can considerably
change the welfare implications of credit frictions.

Table A2 in appendix A4 shows results for Mexico and Brazil when the
elasticity of substitution σ = 2.5 and the Pareto shape parameter ξ = 4. This
parameter choice corresponds to the estimates of Crozet and Koenig (2010)
for the machine tools industry. While these values are larger compared with
the baseline specification, all other parameters remain the same. In this case,
the effect of the banking shock on the extensive margin is magnified. A larger
ξ implies that the productivity distribution is less dispersed. This implies that
there is a relatively larger mass of low productivity firms that are hit most by
the banking shock. Hence, the negative implications for gains from trade
become slightly larger. However, the main result that effects of the banking
shock are more pronounced in the case of one type of finance remains robust.
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Increase in borrowing rate

Besides the impact of credit frictions shown above, I consider the effects of a change
in credit costs on the closed economy equilibrium. A higher borrowing rate rm
increases both fixed costs and variable production costs and, hence, induces firms
to set higher prices, which results in lower sales and profits. In figure 1, profit lines
shift downwards and become flatter. Comparable to an increase in the private ben-
efits bm, access barriers to finance in equation (12) rise as well. Similar to proposi-
tion 1, this shock decreases the share of firms that use unmonitored finance and has
a negative impact on the number of firms in equilibrium.

PROPOSITION 5. A higher borrowing rate rm increases the share of firms that
use unmonitored finance, reduces the number of active firms and increases
average productivity.

Proof. See appendix A2. ▪

Proposition 5 shows that the adjustments to an increase in the borrowing
rate rm go into the same direction compared with the banking shock discussed
above. Welfare is now affected via three channels:

d lnWd

d lnrm
¼� 1

σ�1
d lnΩdmf

d lnrm
�d lnψdmv

d lnrm
þd lnφdm

d lnrm
: (33)

Analogous to equation (28), the first term captures the negative effect of
credit costs on the extensive margin and the last term reflects the increase
in average productivity due to exit of least productive firms. As long as a
fraction of variable costs has to be financed by external credit (αdv > 0),
there is an additional negative effect on the intensive margin, which is
shown by the second term in equation (33). In this case, a higher borrowing
rate increase prices and, hence, reduces consumer welfare.

Moral hazard and external finance dependence

Whereas credit costs immediately affect prices and sales, there is no direct
impact of private benefits bk on the intensive margin. This result is based
on the assumption that moral hazard is related only to fixed costs (see sec-
tion 2.2). Alternatively, private benefits could depend on the variable part
of credit demand as well. However, this assumption complicates the analysis
considerably because it would not be possible to derive closed-form solu-
tions of aggregate variables.32 In contrast, my model allows us to

32 By assuming only one type of finance, Irlacher and Unger (2018) develop a
trade model with non-CES preferences and firm-specific credit frictions. This
leads to an endogenous share of credit-rationed producers that is determined by
the quality of financial institutions and industry characteristics. Related to this
work, Altomonte et al. (2018) analyze the effects of firm-level credit constraints
on productivity and markups.
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analytically disentangle different effects of credit frictions while remaining
highly tractable. Importantly, differences in credit costs; hence, effects on the
intensive margin arise as a result of endogenous selection into external finance.

Note that the higher access barrier for firms that use unmonitored finance
could also be generated by the assumption that producers have to pay additional
fixed costs to obtain cheaper finance. In appendix A3, I show that this variant of
the model will lead to a similar selection pattern that only the most productive
firms use unmonitored finance if fixed costs for this type of credit are sufficiently
large compared with credit frictions related to bank finance. In the open economy,
I have to impose an additional restriction on the relative size of fixed costs of
unmonitored finance. On the one hand, fixed costs of unmonitored finance have to
be sufficiently high such that only the most productive firms obtain the cheaper
type of credit. On the other hand, the cutoff productivity of exporting has to be
above the one for domestic production with unmonitored finance (φxm > φdu).
This last condition restricts the fixed costs of bond finance from above. I show in
appendix A3 that a well-defined range for the fixed costs of unmonitored finance;
hence, a similar selection pattern as depicted in figure 2 arises whenever the exter-
nal finance dependence of exporters is larger than the one of non-exporters.

7. Conclusion

This paper analyzes the effects of credit frictions in a trade model where
heterogeneous firms select into two types of external finance. Consistent with
empirical evidence, the model captures that smaller producers face access bar-
riers to credit, pay higher borrowing costs and rely on bank finance, whereas
larger firms use cheaper bond finance. The model captures that a bank credit
shock increases the share of firms that use bond finance. This selection effect
changes the aggregate implications of credit frictions compared with a model
with only one type of finance.

I apply both model variants to the period of the 2007–2009 global financial
crisis by targeting moments of firm-level performance and financial indicators. I
show that a bank credit shock reduces the amount of bank credit over GDP in
both specifications, while the model with two types of finance also explains the
observed decline in the ratio of bank to bond finance and captures heterogeneous
effects across producers depending on the source of external credit.

The results demonstrate that models with only one type of finance may be
overestimating the aggregate effects of credit frictions. I show that selection
effects mitigate the negative consequences of a banking shock on the number
of exporters and can substantially reduce welfare losses. One important impli-
cation is that policy measures that reduce credit frictions have stronger posi-
tive effects on gains from trade in a model with a single source of finance.
Although the analysis focuses on a bank credit shock, this result might apply
to other reforms that address firm-level frictions.

The analysis leaves some open questions for future research. I evaluate the
impact of credit frictions on equilibrium outcomes and do not consider
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dynamic adjustment effects. Moreover, the framework builds on perfect com-
petition in credit markets. The role of competition among banks and non-
bank lenders might shape the selection of firms into external finance. Finally,
the model does not consider asymmetric effects, which might be an interesting
issue to explain differences in financial choice and heterogeneous aggregate
implications across countries.

Appendix A1: Profit maximization and general equilibrium

Analogous to the closed economy in section 2.2, profit maximization of a firm
with export status j ∈ d, x and external finance k ∈ m, u, leads to the fol-
lowing first-order condition:

∂λπjkðφÞ
∂pjkðφÞ

¼ λ 1�σð ÞpjkðφÞ�σXPσ

þσ 1�αjv
� �

λþαjvrk
� �τ j

φ
XPσpjkðφÞ�σ�1 ¼ 0;

where τd = 1 and τx > 1. Solving for the optimal price immediately leads to
equation (8) in case of j = d. Profits (9) are obtained by inserting equa-
tion (8) into the objective function (4) and taking into account constraints
(5) and (6). From equation (11) follows that incentive compatibility is just
satisfied whenever sjk(φjk) = σfjΩjkf/λ, with Ωjkf = λψ jkf + αjfb. Inserting
optimal sales (10) leads to the cutoff productivity in equation (12).

Analogous to equation (16), average profits in the open economy can be
written as

�π¼∑
j

γjm

Z φju

φjm

πjmðφÞμjmðφÞdφþ γju

Z ∞

φju

πjuðφÞμjuðφÞdφ
" #

: (A1)

We insert profits (9) into equation (A1) and express firm sales relative to
the marginal non-exporter that uses monitored finance with
sdmðφdmÞ ¼ σ f dΩdmf =λ, which leads to

�π¼ f dΩdmf

λ
γdm

Z φdu

φdm

φ

φdm

� 	σ�1

μdmðφÞdφ
"

þγdu
R∞
φdu

ψdmv
ψduv

φ
φdm

� �σ�1
μduðφÞdφ

�

þ f dΩdmf

λ
γxm

Z φxu

φxm

ψdmv

τxψxmv

φ

φdm

� 	σ�1

μxmðφÞdφ
"

þγxu
R∞
φxu

ψdmv
τxψxuv

φ
φdm

� �σ�1
μxuðφÞdφ

�
�∑

j
γjmψ jmf þ γjuψ juf

� �
f j ;
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where conditional probabilities μjk(φ) and shares of firms γjk are defined
analogous to section 2.3. Using the definitions of average productivity,

�φjm ¼
Z φju

φjm

φσ�1μjmðφÞdφ
" # 1

σ�1

; �φju ¼
Z ∞

φju

φσ�1μjuðφÞdφ
" # 1

σ�1

; (A2)

allows us to rewrite average profits analogous to the closed economy case in
equation (18):

�π¼ �s
σ
�∑

j
γjmψ jmf þ γjuψ juf

� �
f j ; (A3)

where average sales are given by

�s¼ σΩdmf f d
λφσ�1

dm
γdm�φ

σ�1
dm þ γdu

ψdmv�φdu

ψduv

� 	σ�1
"

þγmx
ψdmv �φxm
τxψxmv

� �σ�1
þ γux

ψdmv �φxu
τxψxuv

� �σ�1
�
:

Labour market clearing

Labour requirements of a single firm with export status j and source of finance
k are given by ljk(φ) = ψ jkvτj/φxjk(φ) + ψ jkffj, which can be written in terms of
sales (10), such that ljk(φ) = (σ − 1)/σsjk(φ) + ψ jkffj. I express labour require-
ments relative to the marginal non-exporter with productivity φdm and aggre-
gate over all firms M. Labour market clearing in the open economy requires
that L = Mefe + λ∑j(Ljm + Lju), whereas 1 � GðφdmÞ½ �Me ¼ M and aggre-
gate labour demand by group is defined as

Ljm ¼Mjm

Z φju

φjm

ljmðφÞμjmðφÞdφ;Lju ¼Mju

Z ∞

φju

ljuðφÞμjuðφÞdφ: (A4)

After some modifications, I obtain Ljk ¼ Mjk
σ�1
σ �sjk þ ψ jkf f j

� �
, whereas �sjk

denotes average sales of firms with export status j and type of finance k.
Finally, aggregation over the total number of firms leads to L ¼ λM�s.

Pareto distribution

As described in section 2.3, I assume that productivity φ is Pareto distributed
with density function g(φ) = ξφ−ξ−1. Whereas the shares of non-exporters are
still given by equation (21), the share of exporters is

γx ¼
τxψxmv

ψdmv

� 	�ξ f x
f d

Ωxmf

Ωdmf

� 	 �ξ
σ�1

:
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The share of exporters that use (un)monitored finance is given by

γxu ¼ φxu
φdm

� ��ξ
¼ τxψxuv

ψdmv

� ��ξ f x
f d

Ωxuf

Ωdmf

� � �ξ
σ�1
;

γxm ¼ φxm
φdm

� ��ξ
� φxu

φdm

� ��ξ
¼ γx � γxu:

We can write average sales in the open economy as

�s¼
ξσΩdmf f d 1þΓd þ γx

f x
f d

Ωxmf

Ωdmf
1þΓxð Þ

h i
ξ�σþ1ð Þλ ; (A5)

where Γj = (ψ juv/ψ jmv)
−ξ(Ωjuf/Ωjmf)

1−ξ/(σ−1)[1 − (ψ juv/ψ jmv)
σ−1]. Note that

this term collapses to the closed economy case as described in section 2.3, if
trade costs are prohibitively high such that γx = 0. I assume that ξ > σ − 1,
to ensure a well-defined equilibrium.

Under the assumption of Pareto distributed productivity, free entry (15)
implies that φdm ¼ λ�π= f Eð Þ1=ξ, which leads to an explicit solution for φdm in
combination with equations (A3) and (A5).

Measurement of productivity and selection into external finance

By combining the definitions in equation (A2) with the assumption of Pareto
distributed productivity, I can express the ratios of average productivity to
marginal productivity by group as follows:

�φdm
φdm

� �σ�1
¼ ξ

ξ�σþ1
1

φσ�1
dm

φσ�ξ�1
dm �φσ�ξ�1

du

φ�ξ
dm�φ�ξ

du

;

�φdu
φdm

� �σ�1
¼ ξ

ξ�σþ1
φdu

φdm

� 	σ�1

;

(A6)

�φxm
φdm

� �σ�1
¼ ξ

ξ�σþ1
1

φσ�1
dm

φσ�ξ�1
xm �φσ�ξ�1

xu

φ�ξ
xm�φ�ξ

xu
;

�φxu
φdm

� �σ�1
¼ ξ

ξ�σþ1
φxu

φdm

� 	σ�1

:

(A7)

Equations (A6) and (A7) show that the average productivity by group
depends on selection effects, captured by the relative cutoff productivity
levels. As in a standard Melitz–Pareto model, the average productivity of
domestic firms relative to marginal productivity is still given by the constant
ratio: �φd=φdmð Þσ�1 ¼ ξ= ξ � σ þ 1ð Þ. Note, however, that the equivalent ratio
in the open economy also depends on the relative external finance depen-
dence of exporters compared with non-exporters:
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�φ
φdm

� �σ�1
¼ ξ

ξ�σþ1
1þ φxm

φdm

� 	σ�1�ξ
" #

¼ ξ

ξ�σþ1
1þ τxψxuv

ψdmv

� 	σ�1�ξ f xΩxuf

f dΩdmf

� 	σ�1�ξ
σ�1

" #
:

Welfare in the open economy

From equation (20) follows that welfare in autarky is WA = (σ − 1)/
σ[L/(σfdΩdmf)]

1/(σ−1)φdmA/ψdmv. Analogously, welfare under trade is
WT = (σ − 1)/σ[L/(σfdΩdmf)]

1/(σ−1)φdmT/ψdmv. Hence, welfare relative to
autarky can be written as

WT

WA
¼φdmT

φdmA
: (A8)

By taking into account free entry (15), we can rewrite welfare as in equa-
tion (31). Inserting the expressions of average profits as defined in the text,
leads to

WT

WA
¼ 1þ f x

f d

γxξΩxmf 1þΓxð Þ� ξ�σþ1ð Þλ γxmψxmf þ γxuψxuf

� �
ξΩdmf 1þΓdð Þ� ξ�σþ1ð Þλ γdmψdmf þψduf γdu

� � !1
ξ

:

Appendix A2: Proof

Proof of proposition 2. I use the result from proposition 1 that
d lnγdu
d lnbm

¼ ξ
σ�1

d lnΩdmf

d lnbm
> 0 and insert it into equation (24). After some modifica-

tions, the reaction of the ratio of monitored finance to unmonitored finance
simplifies to

d ln Fm
Fu

� �
d lnbm

¼�ξ�σþ1
σ�1

1
ϒ1

αdvΩdmf

λψdmv
þ αdf
σ�1

� 	
d lnΩdmf

d lnbm
<0:

To derive the effect of bm on the private credit to GDP ratio in equa-
tion (25), I further exploit that d lnΓd

d lnbm
¼ ξ�σþ1

σ�1
d lnΩdmf

d lnbm
> 0. Inserting this effect

together with the result of proposition 1 into equation (26), leads to

d ln Fmd
L

� �
d lnbm

¼ ϒ2�ηαdf
ϒ1

�ϒ2

ϒ1

ξ

σ�1
� Γd

1þΓd

ξ�σþ1
σ�1

� 	
d lnΩdmf

d lnbm
;
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which can be simplified to

d ln Fmd
L

� �
d lnbm

¼�ξ�σþ1
σ�1

ϒ2þ αdf
ξ

ϒ1
þ Γd

1þΓd

 !
d lnΩdmf

d lnbm
<0;

where ϒ1 = Fm/Fuγdu[αdvΩduf/(λψduv) + ηαdf] and ϒ2 = [αdvΩduf/(λψdmv)
(ψduv/ψdmv)

σ−1 + ηαdf]γdu. ▪

Proof of proposition 3. Using the results from the proof of proposition 2, the
effect of bm on the number of active firms in equation (27) can be written as
follows:

d lnMd

d lnbm
¼� 1þ Γd

1þΓd

ξ�σþ1
σ�1

� 	
d lnΩdmf

d lnb
<0:

The reaction of the cutoff productivity level φdm with respect to bm as
shown in equation (28) is

d lnφdm

d lnbm
¼ f d
λ�πd

Ωdmf 1þΓdð Þ
ξ�σþ1

d lnΩdmf

d lnbm
þ Γd

1þΓd

d lnΓd

d lnbm

� 	�

þλ

ξ
ψdmf �ψduf

� �
γdu

d lnγdu
d lnbm

�
:

Note that all three effects lead to a clearly positive reaction of the cutoff
productivity level, which can be simplified to

d lnφdm

d lnbm
¼Ωdmf 1þ ξΓd

σ�1

� �þ ξ�σþ1
σ�1 λ ψdmf �ψduf

� �
γdu

ξΩdmf 1þΓdð Þ� ξ�σþ1ð Þλ~f d
d lnΩdmf

d lnbm
>0:

Inserting this expression into the welfare response shown in equation (28),
leads to

d lnWd

d lnbm
¼� 1

σ�1
�Ωdmf 1þ ξΓd

σ�1

� �þ ξ�σþ1
σ�1 λ ψdmf �ψduf

� �
γdu

ξΩdmf 1þΓdð Þ� ξ�σþ1ð Þλ~f d

" #
d lnΩdmf

d lnbm
:

We can simplify this derivative to show that the welfare effect of an
increase in bm is always negative:

d lnWd

d lnbm
¼� f dΩdmf

ξ σ�1ð Þλ�π
d lnΩdmf

d lnbm
<0:

▪

Proof of proposition 4. Taking the derivative of equation (29) immediately
leads to
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d lnγx
d lnbm

¼� ξ

σ�1
d lnΩxmf

d lnbm
�d lnΩdmf

d lnbm

� 	

¼� ξ

σ�1
αxf �αdf
� �

λbm
ΩxmfΩdmf

;

(A9)

which is negative whenever αxf > αdf. The changes in average profits in equa-
tion (32) can be expressed as follows:

d ln�πx
d lnbm

¼ ξ f x
σ�1ð Þ�πx

Ωxmf σ�1þ ξΓxð Þ
ξ�σþ1ð Þλ þ ψxmf �ψxuf

� �γxu
γx

� �
d lnΩxmf

d lnbm
>0;

d ln�πd
d lnbm

¼ ξ f d
σ�1ð Þ�πd

Ωdmf σ�1þ ξΓdð Þ
ξ�σþ1ð Þλ þ ψdmf �ψduf

� �
γdu

� �
d lnΩdmf

d lnbm
>0:

In case of one type of finance, these effects simplify to

d ln�πx
d lnbm

¼ ξ f x
σ�1ð Þ�πx

σ�1ð ÞΩxmf

ξ�σþ1ð Þλ
d lnΩxmf

d lnbm
>0; (A10)

d ln�πd
d lnbm

¼ ξ f d
σ�1ð Þ�πd

σ�1ð ÞΩdmf

ξ�σþ1ð Þλ
d lnΩdmf

d lnbm
>0: (A11)

Inserting equations (A9) to (A11) into equation (32) leads to

d ln WT
WA

� �
d lnbm

¼� αxf �αdf
� �

λγx�πxbm
�πΩxmfΩdmf

1� ξ�1ð ÞΩxmfΩdmf

ξΩxmf � λψxmf

� �
ξΩdmf � λψdmf

� �" #
:

There are two conditions that have to be satified such that the effect of
credit frictions on gains from trade is negative, d ln (WT/WA)/d ln bm < 1.
First, a necessary condition is that the external finance dependence related to
fixed costs is larger for exporters than non-exporters: αxf > αdf. Second, it has
to hold that (ξΩxmf − λψxmf)(ξΩdmf − λψdmf)/[(ξ − 1)ΩxmfΩdmf] > 1. Note
that the left-hand side of this condition increases in the agency cost parameter
bm. If bm = 0, then the condition collapses to ξ > 2. With increasing credit fric-
tions, an even lower Pareto shape parameter is sufficient such that credit fric-
tions lead to negative effects on the gains from trade. Note that a similar
argument applies to the case of two types of finance. ▪

Proof of proposition 5. Taking the derivative of equation (21) with respect to
rm leads to
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d lnγdu
d lnrm

¼ ξ
d lnψdmv

d lnrm
þ ξ

σ�1
d lnΩdmf

d lnrm
>0;

where d lnψdmv
d lnrm

¼ αdvrm
λψdmv

> 0 is the effect on the intensive margin and
d lnΩdmf

d lnrm
¼ αdf rm

Ωdmf
> 0 captures the effect on the extensive margin.

Analogous to equation (27), the impact of ru on the number of active firms
can be derived as

d lnMd

d lnrm
¼�d lnΩdmf

d lnrm
� Γd

1þΓd

d lnΓd

d lnrm
<0; (A12)

where the selection effect is

d lnΓd

d lnrm
¼

σ�1ð ÞγduΩduf

Ωdmf

ψduv
ψdmv

� �σ�1
þ ξΓd

Γd

d lnψdmv

d lnrm
þ ξ�σþ1

σ�1
d lnΩdmf

d lnrm
>0:

The effect of rm on the cutoff productivity φdm in equation (33) is

d lnφdm

d lnrm
¼

f dΩdmf 1þΓdð Þ d lnΩdmf

d lnrm
þ Γd

1þΓd

d lnΓd
d lnrm

� �
� ξ�σþ1

ξ λ ~f d
d ln ~f d
d lnrm

ξ f dΩdmf 1þΓdð Þ� ξ�σþ1ð Þλ ~f d
;

with d ln~f d
d lnrm

¼ rm f d
λ~f d

αdf γdm � ψdmf �ψduf

ψdmv
ξγdu αdv þ αdf λψdmv

σ�1ð ÞΩdmf

� �h i
. Note that there are

two opposing effects of credit costs rm on average fixed costs. The first term
in brackets captures that the fixed costs increase for the share of firms that
use monitored finance γdm. The second term shows that selection into
unmonitored finance decreases average fixed costs. A decrease in average
fixed costs increases average profits and the cutoff productivity φdm. Hence,
a sufficient condition for φdm > 0 is to show that the first direct effect of
credit frictions on the cutoff productivity outweighs the positive effect on

fixed costs: f dΩdmf
d lnΩdmf

d lnrm
> ξ�σþ1

ξ αdf rm f d . This condition can be simplified

to 1> ξ�σþ1
ξ and, hence, is always satisfied. ▪

Appendix A3: Model with fixed costs of unmonitored finance

I consider a variant of the model, in which firms have to pay fixed costs fu > 0
to obtain unmonitored finance rather than facing agency problems as
described in section 2.2. Instead, firms that use monitored finance still face
the incentive compatibility constraint in equation (11). In case of unmoni-
tored finance, firms maximize the following expected profits:
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λπduðφÞ¼ λ sdu φð Þ� 1�αdvð Þxdu φð Þ
φ

� 1�αdf
� �

f d þ f uð Þ�Fdu φð Þ
� �

;

subject to the budget constraint

λFdu φð Þ≥ ru αdv
xdu φð Þ

φ
þαdf f d þ f uð Þ

� �
:

Domestic profits in case of unmonitored finance can then be written as
πdu(φ) = sdu(φ)/σ − ψduf(fd + fu). The zero-profit condition of using unmon-
itored finance for domestic production is given by sdu(φ) = σψduf(fd + fu),
which can be written as cutoff productivity level:

φdu ¼
σψduv

σ�1

σψduf f d þ f uð Þ
XPσ

� 	 1
σ�1

:

Analogous to equation (13), the comparison of this cutoff level with the one
for monitored finance in equation (12) leads to

φdu

φdm
¼ ψduv

ψdmv

λψduf

Ωdmf

f d þ f u
f d

� 	 1
σ�1

: (A13)

Access to unmonitored finance is relatively more difficult, φdu > φdm, if
ψduv=ψdmv λψduf =Ωdmf f d þ f uð Þ= f d

� � 1
σ�1 > 1. From the comparison of equa-

tion (A13) with Condition 1 in section 2.2 follows that the two models are
equivalent if fu = αdfbu/(λψduf)fd. Hence, the fixed costs of unmonitored
finance can be expressed as a function of the agency costs bu to obtain the
same selection pattern of firms in both variants.

In the open economy, the new cutoff productivity level for financing
exports by unmonitored finance is given by

φxu ¼
στxψxuv

σ�1

σψxuf f x þ f uð Þ
XPσ

� 	 1
σ�1

:

Analogous to condition 2 in section 4, selection into exporting with the use of
monitored finance is more difficult than financing domestic sales by unmoni-
tored finance, φxm > φdu, if τxψxmv/ψduv[Ωxmf/(λψduf)fx/(fd + fu)]

1/(σ−1) > 1.
This condition implies that fixed costs of unmonitored finance are sufficiently
low compared with export costs. I also impose that access to unmonitored
finance is more difficult among exporters, φxu > φxm, which implies that
(ψxuv/ψxmv)

σ−1λψxuf/Ωxmf(fx + fu)/fx > 1. Taking these two conditions
together, the level of fixed costs of unmonitored finance is restricted to the
following range:
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ψxmv

ψxuv

� 	σ�1Ωxmf f x
λψ xuf

� f x< f u<
τxψxmv

ψduv

� 	σ�1Ωxmf f x
λψduf

� f d : (A14)

A well-defined range in equation (A14) requires that (ψxmv/ψxuv)
σ−1Ωxmffx/

(λψxuf)[(τxψxuv/ψduv)
σ−1ψxuf/ψduf − 1] + fx − fd > 0. This condition is satis-

fied if export costs are sufficiently large fx > fd and the external finance
dependence of exporters is larger than of non-exporters, ψxuv > ψduv and
ψxuf > ψduf.

Appendix A4: Calibration of model

Calibration of model in closed economy

To quantify the effects of credit frictions in the closed economy, I solve for
three parameters as shown in table 1: agency costs of unmonitored finance bm,
agency costs of monitored finance bm and fixed production costs fd. These
parameters are jointly set to match three empirical moments from the data.
First, I use the 2006 wave of the World Bank Enterprise Surveys to compute
the ratio of active firms to the number of permanent full-time production
workers. I match this ratio to the theoretical counterpart in equation (22),
which allows us to solve for

Z1≡ f dΩdmf 1þΓdð Þ¼ ξ�σþ1
ξσ

L
Md

: (A15)

I use two additional moments from the World Bank Financial Development
Indicators: the amount of bank credit provided to non-financial corporations
as a fraction of GDP and the ratio of bank credit to debt securities in the
private non-financial sector. I use these moments to match equations (23)
and (25). Note that both financial measures are functions of the access barri-
ers Ωdmf and Ωxmf, where I exploit that γdu = (ψduv/ψdmv)

−ξ(Ωduf/Ωdmf)
−ξ/(σ−1)

and Γd ¼ γ ξ�σþ1ð Þ=ξ
dm ψdmv=ψduvð Þσ�1 � 1

h i
. Hence, I use equations (A1), (23)

and (25) to solve for three parameters: fd, Ωdmf, Ωduf. In a last step, I use
the estimated values to obtain the agency cost parameters of each source of
credit k: bk = (Ωdkf − λ)/αdf − (rk − λ).

In case of one type of finance (Γd = 0 and γdu = 0), I solve for only two
parameters: production costs fd and agency costs for monitored finance bm.
Note that the private credit to GDP ratio in equation (25) simplifies to
Fm/L = (σ − 1)/σ[αdvΩdmf/(λψdmv) + ηαdf]/Ωdmf, which can be solved for
Ωdmf = (ξ − σ + 1)/(ξσ)αdf/[Fm/L − (σ − 1)/σαdv/(λψdmv)]. The estimate of
production costs follows immediately from equation (22): fd = (ξ − σ + 1)/
(ξσ)L/(ΩdmfMd).
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Calibration of model in open economy

In the open economy, I solve for five parameters that are jointly set to match
moments from the data: fixed production costs fd, export fixed costs fx, iceberg
trade costs τ and agency costs of monitored finance bm and unmonitored
finance bu. First, analogous to the procedure in the closed economy as
described in appendix A4, I target the number of exporters relative to perma-
nent full-time production workers, Mx/L = (ξ − σ + 1)/(σξ)γx/Z1, to solve
for

Z 1≡ 1þΓdð Þ f dΩdmf þ γx f xΩxmf 1þΓxð Þ: (A16)

Second, I use the exports to GDP ratio in equation (30) leading to

Z2≡ f xγxΩxmf 1þΓxð Þ¼Z1
Sx

L
: (A17)

Third, I match the share of exporters γx in equation (29), which implies that

f xΩxmf 1þΓxð Þ¼Z2

γx
; 1þΓdð Þ f dΩdmf ¼Z1�Z 2: (A18)

Fourth, I exploit the open-economy versions of the ratio of bank to bond
finance and the fraction of bank credit in GDP, which can be written as fol-
lows:

Fm

Fu
¼
∑ j

αγ j f jΩjmf

λψ jmv
1� ψ juv

ψ jmv

� �σ�1 γjuΩjuf

γ jΩjmf

� 	
þη∑ jγjmαjf f j

∑ j
αjvγjuΩjuf f j

λψ juv
þη∑ jγjuαjf f j

; (A19)

Fm

L
¼ σ�1

σ

∑ j
αγ j f jΩjmf

λψ jmv
1� ψ juv

ψ jmv

� �σ�1 γjuΩjuf

γ jΩjmf

� 	
þη∑ jγjmαjf f j

∑ j 1þΓ j
� �

γ j f jΩjmf
: (A20)

Hence, we have a system of five equations (A16) to (A20) in five unknowns.
As in the closed economy, I numerically solve for the following parameters:
fd, fx, τx and agency costs bm and bu.

I follow an analogous procedure to estimate the model with a single type of
finance. In this case, I exploit that Γj = 0 in equations (A16) to (A18),
whereas equation (A19) is not targeted. The ratio of bank credit to GDP in
equation (A20) simplifies to

Fm

L
¼ σ�1

σ

α f dΩdmf

λψdmv
þ αxvγx f xΩxmf

λψ xmv
þ η αdf f d þ γxαxf f x
� �

f dΩdmf þ γx f xΩxmf
: (A21)
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Hence, I use four equations to solve for the parameters fd, fx, τx and bm.

Additional results

Table A1 presents additional results of the counterfactual analysis for the
countries Brazil and Colombia. The calibration of the two model variants in

TABLE A1

Effects of banking shock in the open economy – Results for Brazil and Columbia

Panel A. Parameter values Colombia Brazil
Parameter Symbol (a) (b) (c) (d)

Elasticity of substitution σ 2 2 2 2
Pareto shape parameter ξ 3 3 3 3
Interest rate bond finance ru 1 – 1 –
Interest rate bank finance rm 1.045 1.045 1.083 1.083
Success probability λ 0.89 0.89 0.67 0.67
Finance variable export costs αxv 0.53 0.53 0.64 0.64
Finance variable costs αdv 0.50 0.50 0.45 0.45
Finance fixed export costs αxf 0.53 0.53 0.64 0.64
Finance fixed costs αdf 0.50 0.50 0.45 0.45
Private benefit bank finance bm 3.85 3.49 0.107 2.33
Private benefit bond finance bu 28.31 – 4.40 –
Relative export fixed costs fx/fd 2.02 2.03 1.039 0.971

Panel B. Targeted moments
Target Data (a) (b) Data (c) (d)

Exporters/production workers 0.007 0.007 0.007 0.002 0.002 0.002
Private bank credit to GDP 0.308 0.308 0.323 0.409 0.409 0.353
Bank to bond finance 28.25 28.25 – 10.58 10.58 –
Share of exporters 0.103 0.103 0.102 0.146 0.146 0.118
Exports to GDP 0.178 0.178 0.177 0.144 0.144 0.128

Panel C. Effects of banking shock (% change)
Variable Data (a) (b) Data (c) (d)

Bank to bond finance −39.01 −39.01 – −10.11 −10.11 –
Private bank credit to GDP −6.41 −5.59 −3.83 −2.40 −2.58 −5.99
Number of exporters −14.52 −20.37 −19.65 −7.78 −6.73 −30.20
Number of non-exporters – −19.54 −18.98 – −3.63 −30.12
Cutoff productivity – 9.48 9.33 – 3.49 16.50
Welfare – −11.97 −11.51 – −0.53 −17.89

Panel D. Change in welfare gains from trade (in%)

Bank credit shock: −1.057 −2.928 −0.690 −36.721
Eliminating credit frictions: 0.380 0.359 0.033 1.249

NOTE: Calibration of model for Colombia and Brazil with two types of finance in column
(a) and one type of finance in column (b).
SOURCES: Data for interest rates come from the World Bank Financial Development
Indicators (2006). Values for the external finance dependence parameters, the ratio of
exporters to production workers and the share of exporters are obtained from the World
Bank Enterprise Surveys (2006 for Columbia and 2009 for Brazil). Measures for private
bank credit to GDP and bank-to-bond finance follow from the BIS statistics (2007–2009) of
the Bank for International Settlements. The average ratio of exports to GDP stems from
the OECD Main Economic Indicators (2007–2009).
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the open economy follows the procedure as described in section 4 and appen-
dix A4. The elasticity of substitution σ and the Pareto shape parameter are
set to the same values as in the case of Mexico described in the main text. The
interest rate of monitored finance is chosen to match the bank net interest

TABLE A2

Effects of banking shock in the open economy – Additional results

Panel A. Parameter values Mexico Brazil
Parameter Symbol (a) (b) (c) (d)

Elasticity of substitution σ 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5
Pareto shape parameter ξ 4 4 4 4
Interest rate bond finance ru 1 – 1 –
Interest rate bank finance rm 1.081 1.081 1.083 1.083
Success probability λ 0.95 0.95 0.67 0.67
Finance variable export costs αxv 0.19 0.19 0.64 0.64
Finance variable costs αdv 0.20 0.20 0.45 0.45
Finance fixed export costs αxf 0.70 0.70 0.64 0.64
Finance fixed production costs αdf 0.59 0.59 0.45 0.45
Private benefit bank finance bm 1.69 7.26 0.30 1.66
Private benefit bond finance bu 5.21 – 7.46 –
Relative export fixed costs fx/fd 3.55 3.39 1.034 1.007

Panel B. Targeted moments
Target Data (a) (b) Data (c) (d)

Exporters/production workers 0.005 0.005 0.005 0.002 0.002 0.002
Private bank credit to GDP 0.143 0.143 0.149 0.409 0.409 0.399
Bank to bond finance 2.73 2.73 – 10.58 10.58 –
Share of exporters 0.090 0.090 0.089 0.146 0.146 0.116
Exports to GDP 0.259 0.259 0.258 0.144 0.144 0.127

Panel C. Effects of banking shock (% change)
Variable Data (a) (b) Data (c) (d)

Bank to bond finance −8.24 −8.24 – −10.11 −10.11 –
Private bank credit to GDP −3.50 −3.47 −0.94 −2.40 −2.31 −2.71
Number of exporters −3.38 −3.52 −5.00 −7.78 −7.59 −15.74
Number of non-exporters – −2.91 −4.70 – −4.59 −14.97
Cutoff productivity – 1.09 1.38 – 2.60 5.78
Welfare – −0.93 −1.88 – −0.71 −4.85

Panel D. Change in welfare gains from trade (in%)

Bank credit shock: −0.460 −1.350 −1.217 −15.723
Eliminating credit frictions: 0.698 1.400 0.085 0.576

NOTE: Calibration of model for Brazil and Mexico with σ = 2.5 and ξ = 4 with two types
of finance in column (a) and one type of finance in column (b).
SOURCES: Data for interest rates come from the World Bank Financial Development
Indicators (2006). Values for the external finance dependence parameters, the ratio of
exporters to production workers and the share of exporters are obtained from the World
Bank Enterprise Surveys (2006 for Mexico, 2009 for Brazil). Measures for private bank
credit to GDP and bank-to-bond finance follow from the BIS statistics (2007–2009) of the
Bank for International Settlements. The average ratio of exports to GDP stems from the
OECD Main Economic Indicators (2007–2009).
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margin in 2006, which is 8.3% for Brazil and 4.5% for Columbia. The success
probability λ is set such that ru/λ equals the lending rate in the same year
(12.9% in Colombia and 50.8% in Brazil).

Analogous to the calibration in section 4, I use the external finance depen-
dence related to working capital for (non-)exporters obtained from the World
Bank Enterprise Surveys (WBES). As for Mexico, data for Colombia are
available for the year 2006, while I use data from a 2009 wave of the survey
for Brazil. The ratio of exporters to production workers and the share of
exporters is obtained from the WBES data as well. For the remaining
moments reported in table A1 (private bank credit to GDP, ratio of bank to
bond finance, exports as a fraction of GDP), I use the average level of the four
quarters prior to the crisis period that started in the third quarter of 2008.

Panel C shows the simulated effects of a banking shock that is reflected by
an increase in the private benefit of monitored finance bm in the model. This
increase is chosen to match the decline in the ratio of bank to bond finance as
reported in the first line of panel C. In Colombia, this ratio declined by 39%
until the end of 2009 compared with the pre-crisis level. The reaction was less
pronounced but still substantial in Brazil with a change of −10% during the
same period.

Note that the ratio of bank to bond finance was very large in Columbia
before the crisis. Hence, the calibration of the model implies a very high share
of firms that use bank finance (γdm = 0.99). Consequently, the selection mar-
gin is less important and the two model variants lead to very similar results.
The model with two types of finance explains a substantial part of the
observed decline in the private bank credit to GDP ratio of 6.41% during the
crisis period. Both specifications overestimate the change in the number of
exporters, which decreased by 14.52% during the crisis period. The strong
decline in bank finance translates into a large welfare loss around 12% in both
specifications.

In contrast, the difference between the two model variants is more impor-
tant in the case of Brazil. While the model with two variants is very close to
the observed decline in the number of exporters and in the private bank credit
to GDP ratio, the model with one type of finance considerably overestimates
the effects. As a consequence, the welfare implications differ substantially with
small effects (−0.54%) in case of two types of finance, but large losses
(−17.10%) in case of one type of finance.

Supporting information

Supplementary material accompanies the online version of this article.
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